
FTW Blackharn Bob (65lbs.) – Imported 2002  

Style, speed, focus---Bob has it all.  The best description 
of this Field Trial Winner’s performance in training and on 
the hunt is “panache!”  Bob is a superb mannered dog 
with an excellent handle.  His tremendous nose gives him 
the edge in the field… he finds the game! 
 
Bob was one of four dogs to comprise the first US 
Gundog Team in history to travel to the UK for 
competition in May 2004.  The larges of six competitions 
was the P & O Irish Sea International Gundog Team 
Challenge and the Atlantic Cup.  The US team ran 
against gundog teams from Britain, Scotland, N. Ireland, 
Wales, and Republic of Ireland.  The US team won both.  Bob was the high point dog of 
the US team.  He ran “toe-to-toe” with British FTCh Stypehorn Dipper, the 1999 British 
Retriever Championship winner and prevailed capturing the TOP DOG award for both 
international competitions… a top dog indeed! 
 
Bob’s sire, FTCh Windwood Shot, qualified three 
times for the British Retriever Championship and 
qualified seven times for the Championship in 
Wales, the first time at only two years of age.  Bob’s 
FTCh dam qualified twice for the prestigious British 
Championship and was born and trained on Her 
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth’s estate, Sandringham. 
 
Bob is an excellent marking dog with speed, agility 
and a bold water entry.  His ability to jump over 
obstacles is amazing.  Yet, he has the most loyal, 
biddable temperament and he is “great fun to be 
around.”  He puts the “hunt” into his progeny.  Bob is 
one of our primary gundogs on the hunting and guiding circuit since the 2002 season. 
 

Bob is an excellent marking dog with speed,   
agility and a bold water entry.  His ability to jump 
over obstacles is amazing. Yet, he has the most 
kind, biddable temperament and is “great fun to be 
around.” He puts the “hunt” into his progeny. Bob will 
be one of our primary gundogs on the hunting and 
guiding circuit beginning with the 2002 season.   

(see photo left) Bob, lower left, wins the 2004 Top 
Dog Award for the P & O Irish Sea International 



Retriever Competition and the Atlantic Cup  

   

   
 

 


